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The Youth Cartel’s mission is to encourage and challenge adults who minister to youth through holistic professional 
coaching, strategic consulting, transformational events, and inventive resource development that advance youth 
ministry in new ways.

To our core, we are passionate about Instigating a Revolution in Youth Ministry.

A NOTE FROM THE PUBLISHER
From The Youth Cartel’s little chirp of a beginning a few years ago, we’ve been passionate about Instigating a Revolution 
in Youth Ministry. We regularly check ourselves against that mission, asking ourselves if new and existing products and 
programs are in alignment with that hope. 

For our publishing work, we see that mission play out in a few ways. We want to publish from the fringes. That can mean:
• This is a prophetic or challenging message that the youth ministry world needs to hear
• This is a voice that needs to be heard who wouldn’t get a platform elsewhere
• This is a helpful resource that no one else would publish
• Or, This is a framing or approach that’s unique

We hope you’ll see that played out in all our resources, from our thought books, to more pragmatic resources, to books 
for teenagers, to downloadable curriculum. 

We’re proud of our little growing family of authors and youth ministry products. Our prayer is that they will assist you, 
challenge you, frustrate you, encourage you, and cause you to think in new ways.

Mark Oestreicher
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A WOMAN IN YOUTH MINISTRY
Honest Insight and Leadership Wisdom for Real People

“This is a must-read for any young woman who wonders whether God could 
use her to minister to his children.” --Dr. Amanda Drury, Indiana Wesleyan 
University

“A Woman in Youth Ministry is a next-level glimpse into the journey of a youth 
worker—who also happens to be a woman.” -- Katie Edwards, Saddleback 
Church

If you’ve ever been boycotted for being a girl, pumped breast milk on a 
church bus, gotten fat from eating too much pizza, or wondered if women 
really can do youth ministry (even when they get old)…

Whether you’re a single or married female in youth ministry, with or without 
kids…
Whether you’re a part-time, full-time, or volunteer youth worker…
If you’re serving in a tiny church or a ginormous church...
Or even if you’re a guy who wonders how he can better partner with women 
in youth ministry…

A Woman in Youth Ministry is for you.

This book is full of stories and rants and blessings and cone-of-silence 
honesty. Gina Abbas is a storyteller, a listening ear, and an honest coach. She 
pulls no punches and bares her deepest pain and joy. And—over and over 
again—Gina provides encouragement and practical help for youth ministry 
leaders who sometimes feel like they’re going it alone.

AUTHOR BIO
Gina has been a woman in youth ministry a little longer than The Tower 
of Terror has been open at Disneyland’s California Adventure Park. She 
lives with her three kids and Star Wars–loving husband in Grand Rapids, 
Michigan. Gina is the 7/8 middle school pastor at Mars Hill Bible Church.

Author: Gina Abbas
Release: Fall 2014
Page Count: 205
Retail Price: $15.99 
ISBN-10: 0-9910050-4-X
ISBN-13: 978-0-9910050-4-8
Formats: Softcover, Kindle
Print Size: 5.5x8.5
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Author: Danny Kwon
Release: Winter 2015
Page Count: 149
Retail Price: $14.99 
ISBN-10: 1942145047
ISBN-13: 978-1-942145-04-2
Formats: Softcover, Kindle
Print Size: 5.5x8.5

A YOUTH WORKER’S FIELD GUIDE 
TO PARENTS
Understanding Parents of Teenagers

You’ve probably studied teenagers’ needs, their culture, and even their 
ever-changing lingo in preparation to be the most dynamic youth worker 
your church has ever seen. But when was the last time you studied their 
parents?

What are their fears? What motivates their decisions? And why do some of 
them seem so hard to please?

Plenty has been written in recent years about the importance of engaging 
parents in youth ministry. But maybe the real challenge is to reconcile that 
idea with one of the most common youth ministry variables: the parents. 
A Youth Worker’s Field Guide to Parents is for youth workers who struggle 
to communicate with and relate to the moms and dads of the teenagers 
they want to reach the most. Whether you’re a veteran youth worker 
or just starting out, or a church leader who wants to embrace parents 
more effectively, this book provides tips for peacemaking, insights for 
better empathy, and the motivation you need to make these important 
relationships work.

AUTHOR BIO
Danny Kwon has been leading the youth and family ministry at Yuong Sang 
Church near Philadelphia for the past 20 years. He’s also a speaker/trainer 
for The Youth Cartel and Fuller Youth Institute, and he completed his Ph.D. 
on the topic of innovation in the local church. Along with his love for sports, 
eating, and making people laugh, Danny loves his wife Monica, a family and 
marriage counselor and professor, and he is the parent/youth pastor of their 
three teenagers.

SAMPLE ENDORSEMENT

When you reach the family, you reach the world. Danny Kwon has done an 
excellent job helping us learn how to partner with parents in youth ministry. 
His experience and expertise come across on every page. This book will 
motivate your team to understand that family ministry is not just a program 
but a mindset. This is an important book for youth workers.

Jim Burns, PhD
President, HomeWord 
Author of Getting Ready for Marriage and Confident Parenting
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ADVENT
A Journey Of Waiting, Watching And Preparing For The Light

Advent is the time of year that prepares us for Christmas, the birth of our 
savior Jesus Christ. It’s a period when we learn to wait, watch, hope and 
prepare for His coming.

The incarnation of God—the story of God taking on skin and moving into our 
neighborhood—is the central idea of Christmas for Christians. And it’s not 
just about the baby in the manger; this season is also about a coming King!

Waiting, patience, and prayer are the hallmarks of the Advent season. We 
learn to become people who wait for what we know God will do. Advent is a 
guidebook to that anticipation, a reflective map readying you to receive the 
best present ever given.

AUTHOR BIO
Youth pastor and event speaker Erik Willits serves as the student minister 
at Christ Church Anglican in Plano, Texas. Drawing from his 10+ years of 
student ministry, Erik finds creative ways to engage students and young 
adults in scripture, liturgy, and the rhythms of abundant life. Whether 
speaking at a retreat or teaching his weekly middle school Bible study, Erik is 
passionate about cultivating lifelong disciples. The Chicago native currently 
resides in Texas with his wife, Andrea, and two kids, Jack and Reese.

Author: Erik Willits
Release: Fall 2013
Page Count: 75
Retail Price: $9.99 
ISBN-10: 0988741393
ISBN-13: 978-0-9887413-9-3
Formats: Softcover
Print Size: 5.5x8.5
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Author: Steve Case
Release: Spring 2015
Page Count: 94
Retail Price: $14.99 
ISBN-10: 194214508X
ISBN-13: 9781942145080
Formats: Softcover
Print Size: 5.5x8.5

BIGGER BADDER BOARD GAMES
Megasizing 24 Old-School Board Games for Fun and         
Conversation

If you think classics like Ker-Plunk™ and Candy Land™ are just for the Sunday 
school supply closet, think again. Steve Case has taken childhood favorites 
like these and transformed them into exciting crowd-breakers and main 
events that can lead to transformative conversations about life and faith. 
Each of these 24 games includes set-up instructions, a supply list, and rules 
of play; but more importantly each comes with a set of discussion questions 
to take players beyond the laughter and fun and into deeper truths.

AUTHOR BIO
Steve Case has been in youth ministry for more than a quarter century, but 
is also an author, published many times over. His books include The Youth 
Cartel’s Unauthorized Dictionary of Youth Ministry, The Audacious Seven, and 
his first novel, Father Dark. Steve lives in Florida with his wife Becky.
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Downloadable Product

Author: Mark Oestreicher
Release: Spring 2013
Page Count: 47
Retail Price: $25
ISBN-10: 0-9851536-0-1
ISBN-13: 978-0-9851536-0-1
Formats: PDF
Print Size: 8.5x11

EVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY: 
2013 EDITION
48 Evocative Photographs for Inspiring Reaction and          
Reflection
Using the powerful force of 48 black-and-white photographs to open 
doorways into students’ souls.

A complete revision (with all new photos) of the groundbreaking and 
popular 2002 resource, Every Picture Tells a Story draws on the undeniable 
evocative force of black-and-white photography to elicit reactions and 
reflections at deep levels in the observers. Using the 18 activities described 
in the leader’s guide included, groups will:

Choose photos that are reflections of their walks with God
Pray and journal about their thoughts, dreams, hopes, and experiences
Share with each other in a wide variety of “state of the soul” exercises
Use photos as springboards to describe their families, their friendships, and 
their inner lives.

Ideally designed for small group use, Every Picture Tells a Story can easily be 
used by individuals as well as groups of 100 or more. Tested with students 
internationally, this resource opens new doorways into the souls and hearts 
of students.

Features include:
• Will bring about reaction and reflection
• Easy to use–no prep necessary
• Can be used over and over again and still remain fresh
• Can be used in a wide variety of settings–small groups, large groups, leadership teams, 
missions trips, retreats, even with adults
• The 48 photos can by printed multiple times, or used on screens.

AUTHOR BIO
Mark Oestreicher is a partner in The Youth Cartel, challenging youth ministers through holistic 
professional coaching, strategic consulting, transformational events and inventive resource 
development for youth ministry. He has had a broad experience working in churches in roles ranging 
from junior high pastor to executive pastor. He has served as vice president of ministry resources and 
later as president of Youth Specialties in San Diego, an organization that trains and equips church youth 
workers. Oestreicher has authored or contributed to more than sixty books, including extensive youth 
ministry curricula and books like A Beautiful Mess: What’s Right About Youth Ministry, Understanding Your 
Young Teen: Practical Wisdom for Parents, Middle School Ministry: A Comprehensive Guide to Working with 
Early Adolescents and Youth Ministry 3.0: A Manifesto of Where We’ve Been, Where We Are & Where We Need 
to Go. He actively continues in his calling to middle school ministry by volunteering with young teens 
at Journey Community Church in La Mesa, California, where he leads a small group of middle school 
students each week. He is married to Jeannie and has two children in high school and college.
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Downloadable Product

Author: Jeff Myers
Release: Winter 2014
Page Count: 127
Retail Price: $35
ISBN-10: 0-9887413-3-4
ISBN-13: 978-0-9887413-3-1
Formats: PDF
Print Size: 8.5x11

GOD PARTIES
Learning from Jewish Feasts and Festivals

God is clearly into experiential learning. When telling the Israelites how 
to remember the miraculous exodus from Egypt, God gave them a meal to 
eat (Passover). To help them understand a huge theological concept like 
atonement, God said, “Take two goats, kill one and drive the other out of the 
city” on the Day of Atonement.

God Parties takes these big concepts and breaks them down into lessons 
that incorporate ancient traditions with relevant application for today’s 
teens. In many ways the protestant church has lost connection with its 
Jewish heritage. God Parties shows how the festivals point us to Jesus. It 
helps students better grasp the Hebraic backdrop of Jesus’ world by giving 
the leader teachable background and historical insights.

For the youth worker teaching week in and week out, it can be difficult 
to come up with creative ways to involve students so they’re not simply 
listening to a message. God Parties offers leaders 3 months of opportunities 
to involve students in the preparation, teaching and learning roles, and 
connects biblical concepts with food, object lessons and activities that 
reinforce learning and application–all designed to be repeated each year as 
God prescribed.

God Parties includes:
• An overview and explanation of why we are invited into these feasts today.
• 12 full sessions, including leader’s guide and student handouts.
• Short videos for leaders (1 overview and several session videos), introducing the primary 
themes and meaning of the feast or festival.

AUTHOR BIO
Jeff Myers serves as the campus pastor of RockHarbor Fullerton. Prior to this he spent 20 years working 
with youth and young adults in churches and through the founding of ReGenesis Rising, a nonprofit 
ministry that serves young men and women who age out of the foster care system. Jeff, his wife Lisa, and 
their four kids live and celebrate God Parties in Orange County, California.
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Downloadable Product

GOOD NEWS IN THE 
NEIGHBORHOOD
A 6-Week Curriculum for Groups

This 6-week series will deep dive your students into the practical realities 
of a radical life with Jesus. Built around six themes of community life, 
students will gain an understanding of their role in their community and be 
challenged by a series of simple experiments they can try. More than a series 
that teaches your students about being Good News in their community, 
Good News in the Neighborhood offers practical application based on the 
life of Jesus and the 1st century Church. Our hope is that your students 
begin to see how God has called them to become good news in their homes, 
schools, and neighborhoods.

AUTHOR BIOS
Adam McLane is a Partner at The Youth Cartel. Kristen and Adam have been 
married 16 years and live in the San Diego neighborhood of Rolando with 
their rowdy children, Megan, Paul, and Jackson.

Jon Huckins is the Co-Founding Director of The Global Immersion Project, 
Missional Leadership Coach with Thresholds, family man, speaker & author 
of Thin Places & Teaching Through the Art of Storytelling.

Author: Jon Huckins, Adam McLane
Release: Fall 2012
Retail Price: $25
ISBN-10: 0-9851536-4-4
ISBN-13: 978-0-9851536-4-9
Formats: PDF
Print Size: 8.5x11
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Downloadable Product

Author: Jake Bouma, Erik Ullestad
Release: Fall 2014
Retail Price: $35
ISBN-10: 0-9910050-7-4
ISBN-13: 978-0-9910050-7-9
Formats: PDF
Print Size: 8.5x11

HYPOTHERABLES
The questions are hypothetical. The conversations are real.
What if there were a resource that not only made expressing an opinion 
less intimidating, but actually made it fun for people to explore and expand 
theological concepts in community?

Hypotherables is a radical new spin on youth ministry curriculum that uses 
original, compelling stories to stimulate spirited group discussions about 
a range of spiritual topics. Everyday faith issues like evangelism, honesty, 
temptation, and grace are reframed in the form of captivating stories 
culminating in a HYPOTHEtical question for the group to discuss—free from 
the fear of “wrong” answers. And because each story is an imaginative modern 
paRABLE—full of twists, turns, drama, and comedy—leaders can easily take the 
conversation even deeper. The informative sidebar commentary and convenient 
discussion guides make it nearly effortless to draw out rich biblical truths from 
the layers of metaphor embedded within each story.

This product is a digital download containing 10 one-of-a-kind hypotherables. 

Each session comes with:
• A high-definition narrated video of the hypotherable
• A slide presentation (in both Keynote and PowerPoint formats) for leaders who wish to narrate 
the story in their own voice and style
• A Script + Commentary with the story, slide change cues, and informational remarks
• A Conversation Catalyst with follow–up questions, thematic talking points, relevant Scripture 
references, and a closing prayer

It’s draining to be constantly creating or seeking out fresh new ways to spark 
meaningful faith conversations with your group. But it doesn’t have to be. With 
Hypotherables, the questions are hypothetical, but the conversations are real.

SAMPLE ENDORSEMENT
With very little exception, I’ve never been a big fan of curricula. As a youth worker I found them 
restrictive, as a theologian I encountered them as theologically thin. This was true until Hypotherables. 
I’m happy to say, of this curriculum, I’m a BIG FAN. In this curriculum you’ll discover freedom and depth 
that promises to leave a lasting impact on your young people. Jake Bouma and Erik Ullestad are two of 
the most creative young leaders I know, and in Hypotherables you’ll see both their passion and talent in 
technicolor.

Andrew Root, PhD
Olson Baalson Professor of Youth and Family Ministry, Luther Seminary
Author of Bonhoeffer as Youth Worker (Baker Academic, 2014)

AUTHOR BIOS
Erik Ullestad is a youth minister in Des Moines, Iowa, who’s been collaborating with Jake in a variety of 
capacities since 2008. He is a husband, father, sports enthusiast, aspiring musician, and beloved child of 
God.

Jake Bouma is a youth worker in Des Moines, Iowa, who’s been collaborating with Erik since their 
friendship began in 2008. He is a husband, feline enthusiast, cancer survivor, semi-pro theologian, and 
vessel of God’s grace.
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IN SEARCH OF ADOLESCENCE
A new Look at an Old Idea

Is adolescence really a modern cultural construct, as many have claimed? 
Author and veteran youth worker Crystal Kirgiss began her journey into the 
history of adolescence when the fourteenth-century Squire of Chaucer’s 
Canterbury Tales caught her eye. Not a boy, not yet a man—the Squire’s 
classic hallmarks of adolescent attitudes and behaviors pushed her to 
search further and further into historical literature and documents in search 
of adolescence.

Here Kirgiss offers youth workers a glimpse into the rich history of 
adolescence from the tenth through the eighteenth century, walking readers 
through exactly what many deep thinkers, artistic creators, impassioned 
preachers, and other influencers had to say about this life stage, long before 
our modern and postmodern incarnations of youth and youth ministry 
existed.

SAMPLE ENDORSEMENT
As foundational as the notion of adolescence is to the practice of youth 
ministry, few of us have had the training or done the work to dig into its 
history. Crystal Kirgiss serves us well in bringing to light how that stage 
between childhood and adulthood has been understood and addressed 
in the West for centuries. In Search of Adolescence provides solid research 
and reflective insight into how this season of life change has always been 
a contextual struggle—not only for the adolescents themselves, but for 
parents, communities, and the church—and what it means to encourage and 
care for those moving through this historically “normal” stage of life.

Chap Clark, PhD | @chapclark
Professor of Youth, Family, and Culture; Fuller Theological Seminary
Author of Hurt 2.0

AUTHOR BIO
Crystal Kirgiss earned her PhD in medieval language and literature from 
Purdue University, where she is now a writing instructor in the English 
department. She writes a monthly column for Youthwalk devotional 
magazine, has authored numerous books for both adults and students, 
and has contributed to many Bible editions, including The Way (Tyndale). 
Besides her involvement at her local church, she has worked with students 
in the public school system; mentored adjudicated adolescent girls; served 
as a leader for Young Life, Wyldlife, and Capernaum; and led small groups 
for both high school and college-aged girls. She is married to Mark, a veteran 
youth worker. 

Author: Crystal Kirgiss
Release: Fall 2015
Retail Price: $12.99
ISBN-10: 1-9421451-4-4
ISBN-13: 978-1942145141
Formats: Book, Kindle
Print Size: 8.5x5.5
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Author: Joel Mayward
Release: Fall 2015
Retail Price: $19.99
ISBN-10: 1942145136
ISBN-13: 978-1942145134
Formats: Book, Kindle
Print Size: 8.5x5.5

JESUS GOES TO THE MOVIES
The Youth Ministry Film Guide

Movies can and do have tremendous influence in shaping young lives in the realm of entertainment 
towards the ideals and objectives of normal adulthood.
-Walt Disney

Today’s youth are growing up in a culture where films are no longer 
relegated to the big screen and the family television. Movies have spilled 
onto our computers, our tablets, and even our smartphones. Our young 
people are saturated in a movie-watching ethos, yet they often don t know 
how to process the films they consume. How can we guide teens and young 
adults into viewing films through a Jesus-colored lens?

Drawing on engaging stories and thoughtful cultural critique, Jesus Goes 
to the Movies provides a framework for discipleship and faith formation. It 
offers youth workers a theology of movies that can be passed to the next 
generation, equipping them with critical-thinking skills, discernment, and 
the ability to engage the film culture surrounding them with wisdom, grace, 
and truth.

SAMPLE ENDORSEMENT
For anyone working in youth ministry, as well as parents and teachers 
of Christian young people, Jesus Goes to the Movies is a resource you will 
want to study and share. Joel Mayward presents a balanced, thorough, 
discerning, and eminently practical overview of how Christian young people 
can receive movies in a manner that grows them in their faith. Every church 
and youth group and Bible study should have a copy of this resource!

Brett McCracken | @brettmccracken
Author of Gray Matters and Hipster Christianity

AUTHOR BIO
Joel Mayward is a pastor, writer, youth worker, and aspiring film critic. The 
author of three books, he has written for numerous ministry publications, 
including Leadership Journal, YouthWorker Journal, The Youth Cartel, 
and LeaderTreks. Joel has been serving in youth ministry since 2003 and 
lives with his wife and three children in the beautiful green and grey of the 
Pacific Northwest. You can read his musings on film, theology, culture, and 
leadership at his blog, joelmayward.com.
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Author: Erik Willits
Release: Spring 2013
Page Count: 74
Retail Price: $9.99 
ISBN-10: 0-9887413-1-8
ISBN-13: 978-0-9887413-1-7
Formats: Softcover
Print Size: 5.5x8.5

LENT
A Journey of Discovery by Addition, Subtraction and Introspection

This isn’t just another devotional book. This is a guide to a 40-day journey to 
resurrection.

Lent? What is Lent? Is it that stuff you dig out of the depths of your pants 
pocket or your belly button? (No. That’s lint by the way). Maybe you think 
Lent is something only other churches do.

Even if you’re not familiar with Lent, you can probably agree that Easter is 
essential to the life of the followers of Jesus. It’s the time of year when we 
are intentional about retelling and rehearing the story of Jesus’ death and 
resurrection.

Because Christ invites His followers to not just hear about the resurrection, 
but to participate in it, Christians have historically taken the 40 days leading 
up to Easter to prepare their hearts and minds to enter the story of Jesus.

This little book is a guide…a help…a companion on the 40-day journey of 
prayer and Christian practice known as Lent. On this journey, you’ll practice 
the disciplines of addition, subtraction, and introspection so that you may 
more fully participate in the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ.

This is Lent.

And we take this journey because we all need resurrection.

AUTHOR BIO
Youth pastor and event speaker Erik Willits serves as the student minister 
at Christ Church Anglican in Plano, Texas. Drawing from his 10+ years of 
student ministry, Erik finds creative ways to engage students and young 
adults in scripture, liturgy, and the rhythms of abundant life. Whether 
speaking at a retreat or teaching his weekly middle school Bible study, Erik is 
passionate about cultivating lifelong disciples. The Chicago native currently 
resides in Texas with his wife, Andrea, and two kids, Jack and Reese.
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LEADING UP
Finding Influence in the Church Beyond Role and Experience

Far too many church leaders find themselves frustrated, floundering, or fired 
because their dreams for the church reach beyond the job description they 
were hired to fill. Whether you’re a pastor, an intern, or a volunteer, you’re 
not the one in charge of the congregation. Thankfully, neither is your boss; 
Jesus is the lead pastor for every church. His Spirit moves in each of us, and 
those gifted in leadership can find Christ-honoring practices for leading 
up- having influence that goes beyond role or experience. This isn’t about 
manipulation or rebellion, but about humbly participating in the mission of 
God in your church.

Leading Up is a leadership fable that unpacks a paradigm and practical tools 
for leading up in your church. Logan is a young pastor with a big vision for 
Evergreen Community Church, but cannot seem to move any of his ideas 
beyond wishful thinking. At a significant breaking point, a mentor comes 
alongside to mentor Logan on his journey of leadership, transforming both 
of these leaders and the church in the process. Logan’s affecting tale will 
offer compelling insights for any church leader wanting to expand their 
leadership skills.

AUTHOR BIO
Joel Mayward is a pastor, writer, husband, and father living in Langley, 
British Columbia. He’s been leading in youth ministry since he graduated 
from high school in 2003, and is currently the Pastor of Student Ministries 
at North Langley Community Church. A writer for numerous youth ministry 
publications and author of “Leading Up: Finding Influence in the Church 
Beyond Role and Experience,” Joel writes about youth ministry, film, 
theology, and leadership at his blog, joelmayward.blogspot.ca.

Author: Joel Mayward
Release: Fall 2012
Page Count: 142
Retail Price: $12.99 
ISBN-10: 0-0985153679
ISBN-13: 978-0985153670
Formats: Softcover, Kindle
Print Size: 5.5x8.5
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MASTERPIECE
The Art of Discipling Youth

Masterpiece. That’s how Paul the Apostle describes us in his letter to the 
church in Ephesus. We are God’s masterpiece. Most people never hear that 
phrase. Even fewer will believe it. 

Masterpiece: The Art of Discipling Youth uncovers the process of revealing 
teenagers as the masterpieces Christ created them to be. It doesn t 
approach discipleship with a blank slate, sketching with small groups 
or painting with programs. Instead it focuses on revealing the art that is 
already under the surface of every teenager, removing the grime of life and 
restoring the vibrancy of the true colors underneath.

This book is for youth workers who are tired of canned meetings geared 
towards the masses. Veteran youth worker Paul Martin shares his process for 
recognizing individual youth as what they are: God’s masterpiece.

AUTHO BIO
Paul Martin was born and reared in rural Alabama just outside of Montgomery. 
He has worked with teenagers and their families for over two decades. Most of his 
time is spent helping people understand who they are through writing, presenting, 
coaching and consulting. The rest of his time is spent with his wife Cathy and their 
two daughters Jane and Elizabeth.

Author: Paul Martin
Release: Fall 2012
Page Count: 146
Retail Price: $12.99 
ISBN-10: 0-0985153660
ISBN-13: 978-0985153663
Formats: Softcover, Kindle
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Author: Sam Halverson
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Print Size: 5.5x8.5

ONE BODY
Integrating Teenagers into the Life of Your Church

“I can’t think of a single church that won’t benefit from this book.” –Mark 
DeVries

Most youth groups function like a parasite within the body of the church: a 
separate organism that relies on its host for resources, but isn’t integrated 
into the whole. Strong language? Sure. But it’s accurate. And if left 
untreated, this parasitic relationship will lead to unhealthy results for both 
youth ministries and churches.

One Body addresses how even the most active youth ministries can 
unknowingly hinder the development of their adolescents by preventing 
them from being integrated into the body of Christ. It also reveals practices 
that hinder growth within the body and suggests some exciting ways to 
connect the stories and lives of the youth and adults in your church.

Let’s get teenagers out of their ministry silos—their youth group ghettos—
and start building relationships beyond the youth room. Let’s dream 
together of moving our congregations toward a better understanding of 
their biblical call to disciple and be One Body with youth.

AUTHOR BIO
Sam Halverson has served as a youth minister in the local church for 
over 30 years. He is an ordained United Methodist elder currently serving 
as associate director of connectional ministries for the North Georgia 
Conference, directing and resourcing youth ministries for almost a thousand 
churches. Sam is author of three books for youth ministry. Sam, his wife, and 
their two teenagers live in Canton, Georgia.

SAMPLE ENDORSEMENT
Our churches have become silos, and in this thought-provoking yet practical 
book, Sam Halverson calls us to do something about it. One Body is a 
necessary read for all who believe that people and relationships are more 
important than programs.

Chanon Ross, Ph.D.
Director, Institute for Youth Ministry
Princeton Theological Seminary
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REDEFINING THE ROLE OF THE 
YOUTH WORKER
A Manifesto of Integration

This is not a book about youth ministry. Well, it’s not entirely about 
youth ministry. This is a book about the church and her relationship with 
teenagers. And it’s a book about leadership. These pages offer an invitation 
for anyone who loves teenagers. This is a story, a calling, a vision for the 
church to be more whole, more cohesive, and longer lasting than the six or 
seven years that make up most youth ministries. In part, this book is a case 
study about one church who became captivated by a bigger vision for their 
teenagers and decided things needed to be different. Quite different. And it’s 
a stake in the ground that things must be different in our churches and cities 
for the sake of this generation and the ones to come.

Birthed in the cauldron of frustration and possibility, youth worker and 
author April Diaz took a big risk when a staff position opened in youth 
ministry at her church. She led her church by asking some tough questions:

• What if we changed this position from a Youth Pastor to Student 
Integration Pastor?
• And what if this was more than a job title, but a change in the way 
our church views its relationship with teenagers?
• What if we don’t just hire a youth ministry Pied Piper to isolate our 
teenagers, but hire a youth ministry champion who won’t let the con-
gregation forget about her responsibility for the spiritual formation of 
the teenagers in our midst?

Equal parts intervention, idealism, memoir and guide, this tiny book packs 
a punch you’ll be thinking about and wrestling with well beyond the final 
page.g people. Truly admirable and worth reading.

AUTHOR BIO
April has pastored in the local church for over 15 years, predominantly at 
Willow Creek Community Church and Newsong Church (Irvine, CA). She’s on 
Fuller Youth Institute’s advisory council. She speaks and writes frequently 
on youth ministry, soul care, leadership, and team building. Secretly, she’s 
a total girly girl, reads more than she can put into practice, and is still crazy 
about her high school sweetheart, Brian. Together, they co-parent the most 
beautiful Ethiopians, Judah and Addise, and bio son, Asher.

SAMPLE ENDORSEMENT
This book is a refreshing invitation to re-imagine both the depth and praxis 
of youth ministry and the Church. It’s filled with many compelling reasons 
and inspiring stories of why one church chose to live differently for the sake 
of young people. Truly admirable and worth reading.

Charles Lee, CEO of Ideation & Author of Good Idea. Now What?

Author: April Diaz
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Downloadable Product

STATIONS OF THE CROSS
13 Dramatic Stories of Jesus’ Last Hours

You can’t dance at the after-funeral party unless you have been to the 
funeral.

You can’t truly appreciate the glory and color and music of the resurrection 
unless you have felt the hard cold stone in front of the tomb.

Stations of the Cross is a book of thirteen creative and dramatic lessons that 
will take participants into the last moments of Jesus’ life. Those who venture 
into these words will smell the sweat. They will feel the blood roll down his 
back. They will be taken to the dark place within their own souls and be 
invited to leave all that baggage behind in the tomb.

Utilizing scripture, dramatic readings, and thought provoking questions, 
Steve Case provides a unique approach to curriculum that can easily be 
customized for individual or group use.

Product includes PDF and editable word files of sessions, plus PowerPoint 
backgrounds and other graphic files for use in group settings or teaching 
contexts.

Download includes:
• Printable PDF of teachers notes
• Editable Word version of teachers notes & student worksheets
• Background artwork for PowerPoint, Keynote, MediaShout, or ProPresenter (Includes source 
PhotoShop file, too)

AUTHOR BIO
Steve Case has been in youth ministry for more than a quarter century, but is also an author, published 
many times over. His books include The Youth Cartel’s Unauthorized Dictionary of Youth Ministry, The 
Audacious Seven, and his first novel, Father Dark. Steve lives in Florida with his wife Becky.
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TEACHING TEENAGERS IN A 
POST-CHRISTIAN WORLD
Cultivating Exploration and Ownership

Youth workers are in a tough spot these days. On the one hand, we’re finding 
that teenagers who have little to no church background and Bible literacy 
tend to be hyper tolerant of all religious views except for Christianity. On the 
other hand, students who grew up in the church and have heard all of the 
“right answers” are still struggling to articulate their beliefs and live them 
out day to day.

When these two realities combine in youth ministry, they can make teaching 
teenagers about spiritual things an infuriating experience. It can feel like 
you’re banging your head against a brick wall.

It’s been said that insanity is doing the same thing over and over again and 
expecting different results. So maybe it’s time we try something different 
when it comes to teaching theology to our students. That’s the hopeful 
change that Teaching Teenagers in a Post-Christian World addresses.

As a follow-up to Brock Morgan’s exceptional Youth Ministry in a 
Post-Christian World, this book will help you shift from being a content 
dispenser to a conversation cultivator. It’s time we stop treating teenagers 
like consumers—even when we really believe in what we’re selling. Instead, 
let’s create learning environments that lead to faith exploration and 
ownership.

AUTHOR BIO

Jake Kircher has been working in youth ministry for 13 years as a pastor, 
writer, and speaker. He is the coauthor of 99 Thoughts on Marriage and 
Ministry and currently serves as the youth pastor at Grace Community 
Church in New Canaan, Connecticut. He is married to Melissa, and they have 
two kids: Sean, 2, and Nora, 1.

SAMPLE ENDORSEMENT
Teaching Teenagers in a Post-Christian World is an engaging and compelling 
journey of ministry transformation with huge kingdom implications. I 
enjoyed Jake’s personal, even vulnerable, approach as he moved his youth 
ministry to one characterized by “exploration and ownership.” My favorite 
chapter is chapter 5, “Why We Discourage Exploration.” We don’t mean 
to, of course; but we end up, as he aptly describes it, making our students 
listeners, not livers of the Christian faith. I love how Jake’s book is filled with 
fresh hope for youth ministry—and the whole church!

Len Kageler, Ph.D. 
Professor of Youth and Family Studies, Nyack College
Author of Youth Ministry in a Multifaith Society 
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THE AMAZING NEXT
Waking Up to the Journey Ahead

The new go-to gift for the graduate is not a book of promises or a list of life 
hacks (not that there’s anything wrong with that). It’s a collection of stories, 
interviews, and journaling prompts woven together by veteran youth worker 
Brock Morgan to wake high school seniors up to the world of imagination 
and wonder—a life of faith lived to the full—that awaits them once the cap 
and gown have been put away.

BACK COVER DESCRIPTION
So you’re a graduate. And a lot of people who love you are probably itching 
to tell you how to get this NEXT stage of your life right, maybe some of them 
are even hoping this book will do it for them. But there’s something you 
should know right now. This book is not a list of rules for spiritual growth; 
instructions on how to claim your best life now; or a formula for success.

Instead, this is a safe place to process your fears; read stories about 
freedom, imagination, and wonder; and consider a calling to live your life 
with the fullness God intended. Open it up, put your finger on a chapter (any 
chapter), and awaken the grace and hope you’ll need in the days ahead.

AUTHOR BIO
Brock Morgan has been a youth worker for over 23 years. He is the author of 
Youth Ministry in a Post-Christian World and the co-author of A Parent’s Guide 
to Understanding Teenage Guys. Currently Brock is the youth pastor at Trinity 
Church in Greenwich, Conn.
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THE AUDACIOUS SEVEN
Life Lessons from Seven Saints Who Didn’t Back Down

What can we learn from the impudent, impertinent, insolent, presumptuous, 
cheeky, irreverent, brazen, shameless, defiant, fresh, mouthy, saucy, sassy, 
nervy, daring, fearless, intrepid, brave, courageous, valiant, heroic, plucky, 
daredevil, reckless, venturesome, mettlesome, gutsy, spunky, and temerarious 
servants of God? 

The Audacious Seven looks at the lives of seven of God’s servants who went 
so far above and beyond the call that we refer to them as saints. Seven 
common everyday individuals who had the opportunity to crawl into a hole 
and hide, but instead looked adversity in the eye and with the power of the 
Spirit said, “Bring it on.” Teenagers will examine these saints not for their 
piety, but because their stories are part of our stories as believers. No matter 
what our denomination, these stories our part of our faith history and that 
makes them part of who we are as a church today.

This product is a digital download and includes

• A detailed introduction and overview of the curriculum for leaders explaining how to use The 
Audacious Seven, what we can learn from the saints, and why these stories matter today.
• Seven lesson guides on the chosen saints: St. Patrick, St. Catherine, St. Francis, St. Joseph, 
St. Marina, St. Nicholas, and St. Valentine. Each lesson guide includes an introduction for 
leaders, dramatized stories and re-imaginings of the writings or lives of each saint, the prayers 
associated with or written by each saint, discussion questions, relevant Scripture, and ideas for 
actions that will inspire teenagers to take these life lessons and spiritual insights to heart.

AUTHOR BIO
Steve Case has been in youth ministry for more than a quarter century. He is the author of Charlie the 
Flatulent Christmas Angel, This Road Tonight: A New Pilgrim’s Progress, The Youth Cartel’s Unauthorized 
Dictionary of Youth Ministry, and his first novel, Father Dark. Steve lives in Florida with his wife Becky.
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THE JESUS GAP
What Teens Actually Believe About Jesus

Is Jesus God?

Did Jesus sin?

Can you be a Christian and not believe in Jesus?

The way Christian youth answer these and other questions about the basics 
of their faith might surprise you. Their answers, drawn from a national 
research study, are found in The Jesus Gap. It explores not only the depths of 
what Christian youth believe about Jesus, but also how that belief translates 
into a life of faith.

Combining focused research with years of diverse youth ministry experience, 
Jen Bradbury is at once insightful, passionate, and practical in her approach 
to making Jesus the heart of youth ministry. This book offers inspiration and 
hope that the truth of who Jesus is still has the power to transform the lives 
of our youth.

Because at the end of the day, if youth don’t leave our youth ministries 
knowing the true Jesus, then we’re pretty much missing the point!

AUTHOR BIO
Jen Bradbury serves as the director of youth ministry at Faith Lutheran 
Church in Glen Ellyn, Illinois. A veteran youth worker, Jen holds an MA in 
Youth Ministry Leadership from Huntington University. Her writing has 
appeared in YouthWorker Journal, Immerse, and The Christian Century. 
Jen blogs regularly at ymjen.com. When not doing ministry, she and her 
husband Doug can be found hiking, backpacking, and traveling.

SAMPLE ENDORSEMENT
In The Jesus Gap, Jen Bradbury offers deep insight into the way teenagers 
view Jesus. Full of important questions and a critical look at what we 
are telling teens about him, Jen offers a wealth of practical ways we can 
positively impact what our youth believe about Jesus. Regardless of your 
denomination or the size of your ministry, this book is filled with valuable 
wisdom for how pastors or parents can play a key role in strengthening the 
faith of our youth. I am left feeling hopeful that when we introduce teenagers 
to the true Jesus, we will open the door to a faith that will last a lifetime.

Doug Fields
Author of Purpose Driven Youth Ministry and Your First Two Years in Youth 
Ministry
Co-founder of downloadyouthministry.com
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THE YOUTH CARTEL’S 
[UNAUTHORIZED] DICTIONARY OF 
YOUTH MINISTRY
You have permission to laugh

Most church people don’t like to work with teenagers. Teenagers scare 
people. But what do youth workers like you do? You love them. You spend 
all your time with them. You do your best to listen to heartaches, guide 
fledgling souls, and avoid dismemberment. You’re like a saint. A saint who 
drinks a lot of coffee.

Even with all that coffee in you and with the mighty hand of God shoving 
guiding you, sometimes the pressure, church committees and annual 
budget meetings can make you feel like you are gonna explode. Don’t do 
that. It’s gross.

Instead: breathe deep. Allow yourself one of those “snort” church giggles. 
You can even hide this book inside your Bible (just bow your head and you’ll 
look like you’re praying). Go ahead and laugh. We won’t tell anyone.

AUTHOR BIO
Steve Case has been in youth ministry for more than a quarter century. He is the author of Charlie the 
Flatulent Christmas Angel, This Road Tonight: A New Pilgrim’s Progress, The Youth Cartel’s Unauthorized 
Dictionary of Youth Ministry, and his first novel, Father Dark. Steve lives in Florida with his wife Becky.
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THE ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE 
SURVIVAL GUIDE FOR TEENAGERS
27 Principles of Wisdom When You’re Running for Your Life!

The Zombie Apocalypse Survival Guide for Teenagers isn’t a normal book. 
It’s not even a normal Zombie survival guide. It’s a story of three teenagers 
enduring and surviving against the odds, adapting where many adults 
failed. Not many teenagers survived “The Havoc,” probably because most 
didn’t acclimate and learn like these three.

So what’s the secret to their survival?

Good question. The answer lies in these pages, a journal written by a 
teenager named Chris.

Each section includes some discussion questions to help you digest what 
you just read. These questions will point to the Bible here and there for 
some wisdom that has stood the test of time: wisdom for surviving your real 
world.

AUTHOR BIO
JONATHAN MCKEE is the author of over a dozen books including Do They 
Run When They See You Coming?, Should I Just Smash My Kid’s Phone?, and 
the 10-Minute Talks series. He speaks at camps and events worldwide while 
providing free resources on TheSource4YM.com. Jonathan, his wife Lori, and 
his three kids live in California.

SAMPLE ENDORSEMENT
Great strategies to outlast the zombies (who are coming), and apply ancient 
truths to obstacles we continue to face everyday.” 
Ralph Winter, Hollywood Producer (X-Men, Planet of the Apes, Lost, 
X-Men Origins: Wolverine, and dozens more)
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Author: Jake Kircher
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Print Size: 8.5x11

THINK 
Volume 1: Culture
Today’s teenagers won’t accept merely being told information or the party 
line. They want to wrestle and explore—they want to be contributors and 
help develop their own set of beliefs. So rather than leave this process of 
exploration until their young adult years, a time when many of them will 
have left the Church, what if we purposefully came alongside our teens and 
helped them explore and own their beliefs while they’re still teenagers? 
That’s what THINK is all about.

THINK, Volume 1: Culture explores six divisive cultural topics from a biblical 
perspective: science versus creation, tattoos, alcohol and drugs, media, 
abortion, and tolerance/absolute truth. THINK is different from other 
curriculums because the goal is not to teach teens the correct answers. 
Instead, the intention is to invite your youth into a discussion with Christ, 
the Bible, and other people (including their peers, leaders, and parents) that 
will result in the best sort of spiritual wrestling match.

We can’t continue to spoon-feed our youth the answers they “need” to 
survive college or be a good person. Instead, we have to make the shift 
toward helping them own biblically informed views and opinions. THINK will 
deepen and personalize teens’ faith and give them the tools and resources 
they need to engage issues from a biblical perspective.

THINK, Volume 1: Culture includes:
• A detailed overview of how to use THINK, as well a short leader video to frame your thinking
• 6 lessons that each contain— A leader’s guide with a list of resources and Scripture passages 
you can use to prepare, Sample emails to parents, Social media blurbs to promote the topics 
with your teenagers, Multiple options to start and end each lesson, Thorough discussion guides 
with multiple questions and resources for each Scripture and subtopic, A handout (which you 
can revise so it better fits your group) that will help teens continue exploring the topic on their 
own, A short video that provides insights and tips for how to facilitate the discussion of each 
lesson

SAMPLE ENDORSEMENT
THINK is a much-needed resource for working with today’s teens. It gives youth leaders direction in 
discussing some of the hard questions our students ask, and how to do it in a way that gets them 
thinking about their faith and why they believe what they believe. Teenagers are grappling to know how 
to live for Christ when some issues seem hard to discuss. THINK provides ideas for how to show teens 
what God says in His Word about these tough topics, while providing the space they need to hear Him 
for themselves.

Leneita Fix
Co-Founder, FrontLine Urban Resources
Coauthor of Urban LIVE Curriculum (Simply Youth Ministry)

AUTHOR BIO
Jake Kircher has been working in youth ministry for thirteen years as a pastor, writer, and speaker. He 
is the author of Teaching Teenagers in a Post-Christian World and coauthor of 99 Thoughts on Marriage 
and Ministry, and he currently serves as the youth pastor at Grace Community Church in New Canaan, 
Connecticut. Jake is married to Melissa, and they have two kids: Sean and Nora.
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THINK
Volume 2: Theology

Today’s teenagers won’t accept merely being told information or the party 
line. They want to wrestle and explore—they want to be contributors and 
help develop their own set of beliefs. So rather than leave this process of 
exploration until their young adult years, a time when many of them will 
have left the church, what if we purposefully came alongside our teens and 
helped them explore and own their beliefs while they’re still teenagers? 
That’s what THINK is all about.

THINK, Volume 2: Theology explores the often difficult and controversial 
subjects of heaven, hell, suffering, healing, prayer, and fasting. THINK is 
different from other curriculums because the goal is not to teach teens 
the correct answers. Instead, the intention is to invite your youth into a 
discussion with Christ, the Bible, and other people (including their peers, 
leaders, and parents) that will result in the best sort of spiritual wrestling 
match.

We can’t continue to spoon-feed our youth the answers they “need” to 
survive college or be a good person. Instead, we have to make the shift 
toward helping them own biblically informed views and opinions and 
theology. THINK will deepen and personalize teens’ faith and give them the 
tools and resources they need to engage issues from a biblical perspective.

THINK, Volume 2: Theology includes:
• A detailed overview of how to use THINK, as well a short leader video to frame your thinking
• 6 lessons that each contain—

  A leader’s guide with a list of resources and Scripture passages you can use to  
  prepare
  Sample emails to parents
  Social media blurbs to promote the topics with your teenagers
  Multiple options to start and end each lesson
  Thorough discussion guides with multiple questions and resources for each  
  Scripture and subtopic
  A handout (which you can revise so it better fits your group) that will help teens  
  continue exploring the topic on their own
  A short video that provides insights and tips for how to facilitate the discussion of  
  each lesson

AUTHOR BIO
Jake Kircher has been working in youth ministry for thirteen years as a pastor, writer, and speaker. He 
is the author of Teaching Teenagers in a Post-Christian World and coauthor of 99 Thoughts on Marriage 
and Ministry, and he currently serves as the youth pastor at Grace Community Church in New Canaan, 
Connecticut. Jake is married to Melissa, and they have two kids: Sean and Nora.
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THINK
Volume 3: Identity

Today’s teenagers won’t accept merely being told information or the party 
line. They want to wrestle and explore—they want to be contributors and 
help develop their own set of beliefs. So rather than leave this process of 
exploration until their young adult years, a time when many of them will 
have left the church, what if we purposefully came alongside our teens and 
helped them explore and own their beliefs while they’re still teenagers? 
That’s what THINK is all about.

THINK, Volume 3: Identity explores who the world tells us we are vs. who 
God tells us we are; what spiritual gifts we’ve been given and what we’ve 
been called to do with our lives; what our personalities are and how we 
can best spend time with God. THINK is different from other curriculums 
because the goal is not to teach teens the correct answers. Instead, the 
intention is to invite your youth into a discussion with Christ, the Bible, and 
other people (including their peers, leaders, and parents) that will result in 
the best sort of spiritual wrestling match.

We can’t continue to spoon-feed our youth the answers they “need” to 
survive college or be a good person. Instead, we have to make the shift 
toward helping them own biblically informed views and opinions and 
theology, especially in regard to their personal identities. THINK will deepen 
and personalize teens’ faith and give them the tools and resources they need 
to engage themselves and others from a biblical perspective.

THINK, Volume 3: Identity includes:

• A detailed overview of how to use THINK, as well a short leader video 
to frame your thinking
• 6 lessons that each contain—
• A leader’s guide with a list of resources and Scripture passages you can use to prepare
• Sample emails to parents
• Social media blurbs to promote the identity questions with your teenagers
• Multiple options to start and end each lesson
• Thorough discussion guides with multiple questions and resources for each Scripture and 
subtopic

AUTHOR BIO
Jake Kircher has been working in youth ministry for thirteen years as a pastor, writer, and speaker. He 
is the author of Teaching Teenagers in a Post-Christian World and coauthor of 99 Thoughts on Marriage 
and Ministry, and he currently serves as the youth pastor at Grace Community Church in New Canaan, 
Connecticut. Jake is married to Melissa, and they have two kids: Sean and Nora.
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Downloadable Product

VIVA!
Brand New Downloadable Curriculum Each Month

Includes 4 lessons, instructions, and two slide templates for PowerPoint, 
Keynote, MediaShout, ProPresenter or another display system.

Viva is a series of short, downloadable, curriculum resources. Whether you 
are looking for a last minute lesson plan or  ideas to add into your teaching, 
Viva is designed for youth workers leading the revolution.

Author: The Youth Cartel
Release: Monthly
Page Count: Varies
Retail Price: $5.99 
Formats: PDF
Print Size: 8.5x11
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WOO
Awakening Teenagers’ Desire to Follow in the Way of Jesus

Like a prophet from the Old Testament, Morgan Schmidt has called out youth 
ministry for its idol-making, asserting with flare and depth that youth ministry 
has been captured by desires other than encountering the living God.

Dr. Andrew Root, Luther Seminary

What if teenagers wanted to follow Jesus, not just avoid hell?

Desire makes us who we are. What teenagers want—whether they possess it, 
long for it, are terrified by it, deny it, pursue it, or give up on it—impacts their 
relationships, dictates their actions, forms their character, and shapes their 
beliefs. So if they actually want Jesus or the church or the kingdom, then 
they’re more likely to keep wanting their faith beyond youth group.

Woo connects teenagers’ good desires with the Good News. It’s an invitation 
to reimagine the church as a place where students’ desires are honored; 
where they will encounter the One who desires and can participate with God 
in restoring the world.

Woo isn’t another method or gimmick that will bring students flocking to 
youth group. Instead, it suggests a way of being—one that begins with us. 
This isn’t sexy youth ministry, but it’s good.

AUTHOR BIO
Morgan Schmidt is the director of Children, Youth and Family Ministries at 
St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church in Seattle, and the founder and director of 
Youth Collective, a collaborative student ministry initiative that is likely to 
achieve world peace. She is passionate about cultivating teenagers’ desires 
to be whole people who help make earth more like heaven. Morgan received 
her MDiv from The Seattle School of Theology & Psychology, but she doesn’t 
remember any Greek. She loves living in Seattle with her husband, Ian, and 
golden retriever, Buddy.

SAMPLE ENDORSEMENT
Morgan Schmidt is a snappy and relatable writer. But above all, she is a prophet 
blessed with a winsome honesty that sneaks up on you as you’re planning your 
umpteenth mission trip and whispers: “Recalculate.” For Schmidt, being human 
boils down to desire; and youth ministry that’s honest is about desire too—the 
desires of youth for God, the desire of God for them. With Woo, Morgan Schmidt 
joins a new class of practical theologians taking aim at the false gods driving the 
youth ministry industry, and she restores our focus—and our hope—on young 
people’s God-given desire to become, belong to, and worship as the body of Christ. 
Woo completely won me over.

Kenda Creasy Dean, Mary D. Synnott Professor of Youth, Church and 
Culture at Princeton Theological Seminary and author of Almost 
Christian: What the Faith of Our Teenagers Is Telling the American Church

Author: Morgan Schmidt
Release: Spring 2014
Page Count: 229
Retail Price: $17.99 
ISBN-10: 0991005023
ISBN-13: 978-0991005-02-4
Formats: Softcover, Kindle
Print Size: 5.5x8.5
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YOUTH MINISTRY IN A 
POST-CHRISTIAN WORLD
A Hopeful Wake-Up Call

“Youth Ministry in a Post-Christian World is, above all, a story of honesty and 
hope. If you’re looking for another program manual of youth ministry how-tos 
and free advice, keep looking. But if you need a friend in the trenches, whose 
journey will make you feel a little less alone, then this is your next read.” 
-Kenda Creasy Dean

“This book is an invitation to reaching teenagers and calling them into an 
amazing life with Jesus.”  -Tic Long

The world is changing and it’s changing us—in some ways for the better. 
It requires us to reconsider the ways we think about and interact with the 
people around us. The good news is that thoughtful, humble, and curious 
youth workers are making headway in today’s world.

Youth Ministry in a Post-Christian World is the collection of humble, 
story-driven, pragmatic and Jesus-focused reflections of a fellow youth 
worker forced to reconsider everything he knew about youth ministry: 
everything except the gospel, that is.

AUTHOR BIO
Brock Morgan has been a youth worker for over 22 years and co-authored A 
Parent’s Guide to Teenage Guys.  Brock is the youth pastor at Trinity Church 
in Greenwich, CT.

SAMPLE ENDORSEMENT
What you re going to hear in this book is the passionate heart of a thoughtful 
youth worker who is unwilling to let standard youth ministry operating 
procedure get in the away of authentic, vital ministry. You won’t have to 
agree with everything Brock says to recognize that he s asking important 
questions. This isn t just hand-wringing. Particularly in the last few chapters 
there are some helpful, practical steps for the way forward. Well-worth a 
read! 

Dr. Duffy Robbins Professor of Youth Ministry
Eastern University, St. Davids, PA

Author: Brock Morgan
Release: Fall 2013
Page Count: 154
Retail Price: $14.99 
ISBN-10: 0988741385
ISBN-13: 978-0-9887413-8-6
Formats: Softcover, Kindle
Print Size: 5.5x8.5
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